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Keynote Abstract
While the last 60 years have defined the field of industrial robots, and empowered hard bodied robots to execute complex
assembly tasks in constrained industrial settings, the next 60 years will be ushering in our time with Pervasive robots that come
in a diversity of forms and materials, helping people with physical tasks. The past 60 years have mostly been inspired by
the human form but the animal kingdom with its form diversity has broader potential. For example the boneless octopus is
legendary for its ability to squeeze through cracks. With the development of soft materials, machines and materials are coming
closer together with machines becoming compliant and fluid like materials and materials becoming more intelligent and this
raises an interesting question: what is a robot? Traditionally we have considered industrial manipulators and robots on wheels
but what about robots made our of food or paper or ice, or giving everyday objects the ability to move and compute so they
become intelligent and autonomous? Soft materials allow us to expand the diversity of robots. In this talk I will discuss (1)
what is a soft robot, (2) how do we build soft robots, (3) how do we control soft robots, and (4) what are the challenges and
opportunities around soft robots.
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